Quantifying spatial and architectural relationships from fluvial outcrops
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ABSTRACT

Outcrop analogue studies allow detailed investigation of sandstone body geometry and architecture within fluvial systems. Characterization of these elements is fundamental to understanding and quantifying sandstone body connectivity within hydrocarbon reservoir models, and hence improving recovery from those reservoirs being modeled. This study utilized a laterally and vertically continuous terrestrial light detection and ranging (lidar) data set from the La Serrata section of the Oligocene–Miocene Huesca fluvial fan, in the Ebro Basin in Spain. This data set was used to create a high-resolution three-dimensional digital outcrop model of a 2 km² cliff section representing the heterogeneity in the medial (midfan) portion of a large fluvial fan. Geostatistical information (i.e., sandstone body width and thickness) extracted from the models using quantitative analytical techniques, integrated with traditional sedimentary log data, allowed the calculation of probability density functions of 42 sandstone bodies from corrected (true) width measurements. These data show that sandstone bodies are up to 6 m thicker and 209 m wider than previous studies have estimated. Furthermore, an observed temporal trend of thickening and widening of sandstone bodies up section before a reduction in the uppermost portion provides evidence for possible avulsion events. These data, compared with previous studies of this and other fluvial systems, illustrate the efficacy of digital outcrop models as quantitative tools for accurate characterization of critical reservoir elements from outcrop analogues.

INTRODUCTION

Fluvial systems have long been recognized as important sedimentary deposits in the rock record because they may contain large reserves of hydrocarbons (Miall, 1988; North and Taylor, 1996; Bridge and Tye, 2000). Recent studies suggest that distributive fluvial systems comprise most of the recognized fluvial geometries of aggradational continental basins (Hartley et al., 2010; Weissmann et al., 2010). Hartley et al. (2010) defined a distributive fluvial system as a fluvial system that (1) displays a radial distributive pattern in planform, (2) often does not contain simultaneously active channels, and (3) encompasses a range of scales of alluvial and fluvial distributive landforms, from alluvial fans to megafans (Weissmann et al., 2015). Recent work has also indicated that detailed quantitative analysis of distributive fluvial system deposits, from basin to regional scale, is required to better understand the spatial distribution of the associated sandstone body geometries (Owen et al., 2015; Hartley et al., 2015). To that end, conventional one-dimensional (1-D) well log and borehole data from fluvial systems make constraining fluvial stratigraphic architecture difficult over basin-wide scales (e.g., Ryseth et al., 1998; Donselaar et al., 2011; Kukulski et al., 2013), and conventional seismic data cannot resolve sandstone body geometries that fall below the minimum resolution (Pranter et al., 2014). Because of this, outcrops are routinely used by geoscientists as analogues to gain insight into stratigraphic fluvial architecture in an effort to quantify spatial heterogeneity (Miall, 1988). The type of outcrop analogue must be chosen carefully however (Alexander, 1993), as they remain problematic due to the inherent three dimensionality of the sandstone body geometry and the limited exposure of the outcrop (Pringle et al., 2004; Pranter et al., 2014). The inherent spatial heterogeneity of sandstone body distribution in outcrop has lead geoscientists to develop methods to quantitatively visualize and analyze outcrops of fluvial successions.

The evolution of integrated geospatial mapping techniques to create digital three-dimensional (3-D) representations of outcrops, or digital outcrop models (DOMs), has seen continued improvement and application to fluvial-related outcrops (e.g., Xu et al., 2000; van Lanen et al., 2009; Fabuel-Perez et al., 2009a; McCaffrey et al., 2010; Rarity et al., 2014). DOMs offer a laterally and vertically continuous high-resolution data set that allows accurate interpretation and interpolation of the data across distances unachievable through traditional approaches (i.e., 1-D sedimentary logs and/or two-dimensional [2-D] photo panels). Moreover, the integration of quantitative mapping and modeling techniques with traditional data has allowed geoscientists to acquire, process, analyze, and visualize high-resolution digital outcrop information better than ever before (e.g., Hodgetts, 2013; Rarity et al., 2014; Rittersbacher et al., 2014). Quantitative outcrop analytical techniques used to analyze the spatial characteristics (i.e., width, thickness, and connectivity) of sandstone bodies within a fluvial succession are critical to the development and/or refinement of conceptual depositional models (e.g., Fabuel-Perez et al., 2009a, 2009b; Durkin et al., 2015) and ultimately accurate analogues used in reservoir modeling practices (e.g., Fabuel-Perez et al., 2010; Labourdette, 2011).
In this study, we applied these methods to a section within the 60 km radius of the Oligocene–Miocene Huesca fluvial fan succession in northeast Spain (Fig. 1). This succession offers moderately to well-exposed outcrops of a distributive fluvial system, from proximal to distal sections (Hirst, 1992; Arenas et al., 2001; Fisher and Nichols, 2013). The section used for this study, identified as being within the medial zone of the distributive fluvial system, offers a laterally continuous, nearly 3-D exposure (Fig. 2) of the stratigraphy in a 2 km² area (Fig. 3; Hirst, 1992; Fisher and Nichols, 2013), allowing a detailed and quantitative investigation into the sandstone geometry of channel-fill deposits. We undertook a 3-D quantitative spatial analysis of the true width and thickness of individual sandstone bodies through the calculation of probability distribution functions (PDFs) for each measured body and related this to spatial distribution within the section. These spatial statistics may then be used to help model analogous hydrocarbon reservoirs and improve connectivity estimates. A discreet quantitative facies classification scheme by sandstone body type (sensu Gibling, 2006; i.e., multistory, multilateral, and single story) was attributed to the measured sandstone bodies to provide conditioning data when used in facies modeling.

**GEOLOGICAL SETTING**

The Ebro Basin is a foreland basin of the southern Pyrenees resulting from flexural subsidence of the Iberian crust during uplift in the Cenozoic Pyrenean orogenic belt (Fig. 1; Teixell, 1996). From the early Eocene to early Miocene, the southern Pyrenean zone was an area of southward-trending thrust events, which formed the southern foredeep of the Pyrenees (Nichols, 1987). During the final phase of deformation (late Oligocene), a thrust-sheet frontal ramp developed and created the present-day topographic expression in the External Sierras (Nichols, 1987). This formed the northern margin of the Ebro Basin.

Three mountain ranges surround the Ebro Basin, the Pyrenees to the north, the Catalan Coastal Range to the east, and the Iberian Range to the southwest; it is one of the largest Tertiary basins in the Iberian Peninsula (Fig. 1A; Arenas and Pardo, 1999). In the earliest Oligocene, compressional stress events in the Iberian and Pyrenean ranges cut off the Ebro Basin from drainage into the Bay of Biscay and Atlantic Ocean. The Ebro Basin became an endorheic basin, or an internally draining basin, which remained closed until the late Miocene, allowing a thick accumulation of continental clastic strata within the basin (Hirst and Nichols, 1986).

The three principal source areas for the clastic fill along the northern margin of the Ebro Basin, which make up the coeval Huesca and Luna fluvial fans (Fig. 1B), are the southern Pyrenean zone, the Internal Sierras, and the Pyrenean axial zone (Hirst and Nichols, 1986; Nichols, 1987). Sediments from erosion within the three Pyrenean basins (Jaca, Ainsa, and Tremp-Graus) that occurred during the Oligocene and Miocene mixed with older carbonates from the southern thrust belt and constitute the majority of the Huesca and Luna sequences (Fig. 1A; Hirst and Nichols, 1986; Hirst, 1992). The Huesca and Luna form well-preserved distributive fluvial system successions due to the aggra-
dational nature of the two systems within the endorheic Ebro Basin. The basin remained closed for ~25 m.y. and would not reopen to drain into the Mediterranean Sea until the late Miocene (García-Castellanos et al., 2003).

**Sedimentation of the Huesca Fluvial Fan**

The Huesca fluvial fan developed through a process of continual avulsion of river systems into depositional lobes across the floodplain, creating a large (60 km) fan morphology in plan view (Fig. 4; Hirst, 1992; Nichols and Fisher, 2007; Weissmann et al., 2015; Fisher and Nichols, 2013). The Huesca system is identified as having a low-gradient longitudinal profile that is controlled by an ephemeral lake in the center of the basin, which behaved as the ultimate base-level control (Nichols and Hirst, 1998; Nichols, 2004; Arenas et al., 2001). This low gradient promotes continued avulsion of the active river tracts across the alluvial plain, resulting in progressive sediment accumulation and aggradation into the basin. As sediment accumulates in the basin, sedimentary loading may cause regional subsidence, but if the sediment supply exceeds the rate of subsidence, the system will aggrade, and subsequent base level will rise (Nichols, 2004, 2007; Fisher and Nichols, 2013), which has been identified in the Ebro Basin. Moreover, the lack of evidence for lateral confinement of channel belts or incised valley patterns in the Huesca system deposits (Hirst, 1992) indicates deep fluvial incision into the strata did not occur, suggesting minimal change in the consistent aggradation of the base level. Without an external connection to a sea, sediment was allowed to accumulate until the basin spill point was reached (Nichols, 2004).

The Huesca fluvial fan is characterized by three zones: proximal, medial, and distal, which are defined by the change in gross stratigraphic architecture across the system (Fig. 4A; Hirst and Nichols, 1988; Nichols, 1987). Erosion following uplift of the Barbastro anticline removed the proximal deposits of the Huesca fan, but inferences of clast size and channel dimensions can be made...
by examining deposits from the similar and coeval Luna fan (Nichols, 1987). The medial zone is composed of relatively homogeneous, very coarse- to medium-grain-size sandstone in channel-fill deposits, surrounded by overbank siltstone and mudstone with thin sheets of fine to very fine sandstone (Fig. 4B). The sandstone bodies identified in this zone are up to 10 m thick, with an average thickness of 3 m (Hirst, 1992). These deposits are interpreted as remnants of multistory scour-and-fill ribbon channels that meandered across the floodplain (Nichols and Fisher, 2007). In the distal zone of the Huesca system, the proportion of channel-fill elements to overbank deposits is much lower and is dominated by thin sheets of fine-grained sandstone bodies surrounded by siltstone and mudstone deposits. Identified channel-fill elements have a maximum thickness of 3.5 m, averaging 2.18 m. These are interpreted as deposits of terminal splays originating from unconfined flow events onto the dry floodplain (Fisher et al., 2007).

**Study Area**

The La Serreta study area is located near the city of Piracés in northeast Spain, where there is a continuous amphitheater-style exposure (Fig. 3A) over 2 km², exposing over 100 m of stratigraphy (see Fig. 2). This area is located within the medial zone of the Huesca system (Fig. 1B), containing channel-fill sandstone bodies that are laterally continuous for hundreds of meters (Fig. 2). The deposits are interpreted as sheetlike or ribbon-shaped channel-fill elements, which consist of very coarse- to fine-grained material (Hirst, 1992; Nichols and Fisher, 2007). Some contain decimeter-scale internal structures, while others show very few or no structures within a single story. A general thickening and coarsening trend up section was observed in other studies, suggesting evidence for progradation of the fluvial fan when it was active in this part of the basin (Donselaar and Schmidt, 2005). Evidence of braid bars was also identified in some of the sandstone bodies, interpreted as midchannel or lateral bars (Donselaar and Schmidt, 2005). The bases of the majority of the channel-fill sandstones, however, are not deeply incised into the floodplain, providing evidence for the lateral mobility of the streams throughout deposition (Hirst, 1992; Sadler and Kelly, 1993).

**METHODS**

**Data Acquisition**

A Rieggl LMS-Z420i terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) was used to acquire high-resolution point clouds from 30 scan positions (Fig. 3A) to maximize coverage and minimize shadows, or gaps, within the final data set (Fig. 3B).
B

Figure 4. (A) Distributive fluvial system model for Huesca fluvial fan. Note the decrease in channel size and distributary pattern down the fan across the active depositional lobe and subsequent active river tract (modified from Nichols and Fisher, 2007). (B) Sketch of interpreted stratigraphic architecture of the study area (adapted from Nichols and Fisher, 2007). This illustrates several amalgamated and multistory sandstone bodies (yellow), with single-story (orange) geometries as the subordinate type identified. Sandstone bodies are bound by thick accumulations of overbank deposits, which contain crevasse splay elements (blue-gray) composed of very fine-grained sandstone or coarse-grained siltstone.
The high-resolution scans contained a data point spacing of ≥0.10 m, equivalent to ≥0.20 m geometric resolution. A range of lens focal lengths was used for the coaxial camera (e.g., 14 mm, 50 mm, and 85 mm), which made it possible to achieve a pixel-to-pixel match of the red-green-blue (RGB) information to the point cloud.

Fifteen sedimentary logs totaling 800 m of stratigraphy were acquired to help characterize lithological trends across the outcrop (Fig. 2C). These data provided further constraints on facies distribution when constructing the 3-D geologic models. The sedimentary log locations and vertical resolution (0.10 m) were chosen to best represent and test the lateral continuity of the sandstone bodies. In total, 253 paleocurrent measurements were recorded from sedimentary structures (i.e., lateral accretion surfaces, tabular cross-beds, current and climbing ripples).

Differential geospatial navigational satellite system (DGNSS) data points acquired at each TLS location, as well as the top and bottom of each sedimentary log, allowed direct integration of the entire data set into a real-world coordinate frame (at a spatial resolution of 0.60 m; Fig. 3A). This process ultimately resulted in the final realized geologic model spatial constraint for the sandstone body analysis.

Data Processing

Several authors (e.g., Bellian et al., 2005; Enge et al., 2007; Pringle et al., 2006; Buckley et al., 2008; Hodgetts, 2010) have discussed well-established TLS methods and techniques for acquiring, processing, and building accurate DOMs. The processing steps used for this study were:

1. Align the point clouds to real-world coordinates;
2. Colorize the point clouds from the coaxially mounted RGB images;
3. Create a direct triangulation, or triangulated irregular network (TIN), of the data points to create a surface mesh; and
4. Import the data into the geological interpretation software Virtual Reality Geological Studio (VRGS; Hodgetts et al., 2015).

The light detection and ranging (lidar) scans along with the associated TLS DGNSS positions were imported into the software package Innozent Polyworks™, version 11, for alignment and georeferencing. The point clouds were colored from the coaxially mounted RGB information using Riegl RISCAN Pro™ (Fig. 5A). Triangulation of point cloud data into mesh data was completed in VRGS (Fig. 5B).

Visualization

Various methods are available that allow accurate and detailed interpretation and interpolation of the geologic data. Photorealistic models and other visualization methods available in VRGS were used to accurately identify the key features required to quantitatively map and extract sandstone body geometry and statistics. The major advantage of photorealistic DOMs is providing a user with a realization of the model, as one would see it in the field, which allows for a detailed inspection of the color differences in lithology (Figs. 5A and 5B). This color difference plays a significant role because the different lithologies display characteristics that aid in the distinction between overbank (light-brown to light tan) and channel deposits (dark-brown to brown), which can have similar topography but different colors.

Tensor analysis was used to calculate attributes such as coplanarity (Fig. 5C) and dip (Fig. 5D) of the features within the model (e.g., Fernández, 2005; García-Sellés et al., 2011; Rarity et al., 2014; Seers and Hodgetts, 2014). These data attributes improve the ability of the user to recognize the boundaries of the continuous sandstone body geometries (i.e., coplanarity) and the lateral variability within the models. Surface attributes allow the user to delineate exposed surface boundaries of in situ deposits (e.g., dip = 90°) from vegetation or scree slopes (e.g., dip = 35°) accurately, thus increasing the accuracy of the geostatistics derived from the 3-D models (Fig. 5D). Using surface attributes can also allow recognition and measurement of large sedimentary structures (i.e., bounding surfaces or lateral accretion surfaces) within the sandstone bodies that may not be apparent within a gray-scale model or even a photorealistic model. This technique negates the need for an independent light source that would otherwise require positioning in several orientations to illuminate features that are readily visible in the tensor-analyzed data.

Sandstone Body Mapping and Characterization

The “Geobody” mapping tool in VRGS allows the user to digitize the visible vertical and lateral extents of sandstone bodies throughout the area to investigate their positions in 3-D space, which gives each sandstone body a quantitative spatial context integral for accurate architectural analysis (Burnham and Hodgetts, 2015). Once the sandstone body is bound by a Geobody polygon, field-based sedimentary information such as paleocurrent measurements and other associated sedimentary structures can be attributed to each polygon. The attributed paleocurrent data are used to correct the observed width to the true width by following an approach similar to that of Fabuel-Perez et al. (2009a). This method has been applied in other studies (e.g., Rarity et al., 2014; Rittersbacher et al., 2014), but it was improved herein to produce a more robust statistical data set. Because each geobody is associated with multiple paleocurrent measurements, there is an uncertainty in the direction to be used to calculate the mean paleoflow; therefore, all directions were used to derive a PDF for the corrected width data (Fig. 6). This PDF provides a minimum, maximum, and arithmetic mean (most likely) size for each geobody (Fig. 7). Finally, detailed investigation of the sandstone bodies in both the DOM and sedimentary log data facilitated the classification, based on the scheme provided by Gibling (2006), of the sandstone bodies as either single-story or multilateral and multistory sandstone bodies. A facies code was assigned to the polygons attributed to each sandstone body type (van Lanen et al., 2009).
Figure 5. Attribute generation for a portion of the light detection and ranging (lidar) digital outcrop model (DOM) data set, illustrating the variation in lithology and characteristics that can be drawn from the various realizations. Scale bars are 5.0 m in all figures. (A) Red-green-blue (RGB)-colored point cloud from the lidar data set. (B) RGB-colored triangulated mesh derived from the point cloud data set, which visibly preserves the morphology of the DOM, as seen between parts A and B. (C) Coplanarity attribute realization derived from a tensor analysis performed on the DOM mesh to highlight surfaces that have similar planar features. (D) Dip from a triangle orientation derived from a mesh of the DOM. Some crevasse splay features are highlighted (yellow).
Once assigned, the points within the boundary of the polygon were assigned a discreet value (e.g., point color; Fig. 8). These data provided easy facies recognition when visualized across the data set, as well as essential conditioning data in construction of geocellular and reservoir simulations from the digital outcrop data (Burnham and Hodgetts, 2015).

RESULTS

Histograms (Fig. 7), scatter plots, and curves (Figs. 9–12) were plotted for the sandstone bodies and their spatial position within the La Serreta stratigraphy. These metrics included: (1) calculated sandstone body width PDFs (i.e., minimum, maximum, and arithmetic mean of each sandstone body with a PDF generated for those PDFs) and stratigraphic (i.e., vertical) position, and (2) sandstone body width versus thickness. In order to place the individual geobodies in chronological order, the vertical position of each sandstone body in the overall stacking pattern was determined by examination of the position of that sandstone body in comparison to the sandstone bodies around it. These local observations used in conjunction with the DOM were used to define the chronological order of the sandstone body deposition.

Geobody Width Analysis

The minimum sandstone body width PDF averaged 98 m, with a maximum of 344 m and a standard deviation of 84.2; 76.2% of these sandstone bodies were ≤150 m, with only 19.1% of them distributed between 150 and 300 m (Fig. 7B). The maximum sandstone width PDF averaged 158 m, with a maximum of 525 m and a standard deviation of 125 (Fig. 7C); 59.5% of these sandstone bodies were ≤150 m, while 28.6% were between 150 and 300 m wide. The calculated mean sandstone body width PDF averaged 127 m, with a maximum of 372 m and a standard deviation of 98.6; 69.1% of these sandstone bodies were ≤150 m wide, with 23.8% identified between 150 and 300 m (Fig. 7D). Table 1 provides a summary of the generated statistics.

Plotting the stratigraphic (i.e., vertical) position of each measured sandstone body revealed a vertical trend in sandstone body widths. The sandstone bodies generally increase in width vertically in the middle half of the section (i.e., minimum, maximum, and mean) before decreasing in width near the top one fourth of the section (Fig. 9).

Geobody Width versus Thickness

Observed sandstone body thicknesses were up to 16 m, with a mean of 8 m. Previous works identified the maximum sandstone body thickness measured to be 10 m (Hirst, 1992). However, 11 (26%) sandstone bodies were found to be thicker than the maximum observed by Hirst (1992). Sandstone body width versus thickness values exhibited a positive correlation, with a mean sandstone body width versus thickness (W:T) ratio of 16.1:1, although this correlation is weak ($R^2 = 0.5027$) given the variability in width distributions (Fig. 10). A periodic sandstone body thickening and thinning up-section trend was observed within an overall general upward thickening and widening trend in the full section (Fig. 11).
DISCUSSION

Sandstone Body Architecture

When examining the overall sandstone body widths in the medial portion of the Huesca fluvial fan, laterally continuous sandstone bodies constitute a significant proportion of the observed sandstone body architecture (Fig. 2). Sandstone bodies interpreted as multilateral/multistory deposits comprise the majority (78%) of the measured sandstone bodies, with single-story deposits as the subordinate type (22%; Table 2). Most of the sandstone deposits identified in this study are interpreted to be channel belts ($\mu = 127$ m wide, $\mu_{\text{max}} = 372$ m; Fig. 7). Some of the sandstone bodies do extend for hundreds of meters laterally (Fig. 7), with the multilateral/multistory sandstone bodies being the widest; however, most of all the measured
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Figure 7. (A) Histogram plot of all corrected geobody widths in the La Serreta succession. (B) Histogram of the distribution of the maximum corrected geobody widths from the digitized geobodies identified in the digital outcrop models (DOMs). (C) Histogram of the distribution of the minimum corrected geobody widths. (D) Histogram of the distribution of calculated arithmetic mean of corrected geobody widths.
geobodies (68.3%) are less than 150 m wide. These channels belts most likely produced the observed multilateral and multistory sandstone channel-fill elements, as the active channel would meander within the confines of the channel belt. This was also observed in previous work in La Serreta and other localities in the Huesca distributive fluvial system (Hirst, 1992; Fisher and Nichols, 2013). Other ancient distributive fluvial system deposits exhibit similar architecture within the medial zone of the respective system (e.g., Owen et al., 2017b). Additionally, sandstone body W:T relationships show a positive correlation (i.e., $R^2 = 0.5027$; Fig. 10) and suggest both ribbon and sheetlike geometries are present, when using ratio values defined by Friend et al. (1979). Half (50%) of interpreted sandstone bodies have ribbon-defined geometry (W:T < 15:1), with the other 50% classified as sheetlike geometries (W:T > 15:1), representing a 49% increase compared to the previously suggested value (e.g., Hirst, 1992).
Previous analysis of the sandstone body geometries in the study area by Hirst (1992) were used by Gibling (2006) in his investigation of the relationship between width and thickness of different fluvial sandstone bodies. Sandstone bodies of the La Serreta section were placed into a similar plot in Figure 12, and polygons were drawn around the mean sandstone body width data points (purple polygon), and compared to those from Gibling (2006; light-blue). The minimum (blue) and maximum (orange) sandstone body measurements were used to develop a separate polygon (red dashed line with light-gray fill) to identify outliers (minimum and maximum data points) and uncertainty. These data indicate some sandstone bodies are thicker and less wide than identified in previous works (i.e., Hirst, 1992; Donselaar and Schmidt, 2005), and they indicate a general thickening and widening trend up section, with a decrease in width and thickness evident in the top quarter of the section (Fig. 9).

The observed sandstone body architecture is composed of a series of repeated sandstone body thickening and widening (Fig. 11), within an overall increase in sandstone body width and thickness up section. This observed increase in sandstone body width and thickness may be the product of several interrelated factors. Allogenic processes (i.e., tectonic uplift in the hinterland, climatic shift) are considered, as they would increase sediment supply to the active depositional lobe, or, conversely, a steady sediment supply with continued basin subsidence, allowing the active channel belt to remain in its spatial position before eventual avulsion took place (Sheets...
et al., 2002). Autogenic processes are possible, such as increased avulsion in the area as the channel belts moved to occupy available accommodation within the depositional lobe. These avulsion events would have created recurring channel-fill and thick overbank elements as the active channel belt(s) continually avulsed across the alluvial plain in an effort to fill available accommodation. Aggradation of a fluvial system is suggested to be linked to avulsion frequency (Bryant et al., 1995) and, as observed in other distributive fluvial systems (e.g., Okavango Fan), aggradation rate increases down the fan (McCarthy et al., 1992). This suggests that during periods of aggradation, avulsion events are common in the medial to distal zones of a distributive fluvial system and are often coupled with lobe progradation (Weissmann et al., 2015). The progressive deposition and aggradation of the Huesca distributive fluvial system (Nichols, 2004) and the temporal trends present within the system (Figs. 9 and 12) suggest that an interplay between local avulsion process within the depositional lobe and basin-scale simultaneous progradation most likely produced the sandstone body architecture (Fig. 2) observed within the data (Fig. 9). This has been suggested in other works (i.e., Donselaar and Schmidt, 2010; Fisher and Nichols, 2013) through regional and local analyses of sections of the Huesca distributive fluvial system, and it is suggested from the data presented herein.

Figure 10. Width vs. thickness plot of the corrected geobody widths derived from the digital outcrop models (DOMs). The minimum, maximum, and arithmetic mean values are plotted for 42 different measured sandstone body geometries. The width to thickness ratio line (15:1), calculated according to Friend et al. (1979) to determine a difference between measured ribbon and sheet geometry, is digitized into the plot to visualize the distribution across the data. Line of best fit (red dashed) was plotted for the calculated mean geobody width, yielding an R² value of 0.5027.
Figure 11. (A) Plot illustrating temporal trend in sandstone body widths up section. There is a periodic sandstone body widening and narrowing trend within an overall widening trend up section before a decrease in the top quarter of the section. (B) Plot illustrating a similar temporal trend in sandstone body thicknesses up section. These data indicate a periodic thickening and thinning with an overall up-section thickening trend before a general decrease in the top one third of the section.
Finally, the decrease in sandstone body width and thickness evident at the top of the section suggests that active deposition ceased. It is likely that this was caused by avulsion of the distributive fluvial system away from the La Serreta area, or the cessation of deposition within the Huesca fluvial system, or subsequent erosion of deposits. Evidence of glacio-fluvial deposits is observed at the top of the section, which could explain the absence of recorded deposition by successive glacial erosion. The study area, however, is suggested to be a record of the last stage of fluvial fan development (Donselaar and Schmidt, 2010), most likely before the active channel belt, or lobe of the system, avulsed away from the La Serreta area for the final time. Therefore, the increase in sandstone body width and thickness is inferred to be a product of continued deposition of a channel within an active channel-belt present in the area at the time of deposition. The periodic sandstone body width and thickness increase, and decrease, up section is further evidence of successive avulsion events to and away from the La Serreta area until deposition ceased.

**Implications for Reservoir Modeling**

Bridge and Tye (2000) discussed the importance of accurately estimating the width and thickness of channel-fill deposits in the exploration and development of fluvial reservoirs. In the creation of accurate reservoir models, connectivity, both horizontal and vertical, is an essential element that can be used to understand and predict the reservoir potential of a system, especially for conventional fluvial reservoirs (Fielding and Crane, 1987; Miall, 1988). Connectivity and spatial distribution of sandstone bodies are commonly difficult to ascertain from 3-D seismic data because they often fail below resolvable resolution (Pranter et al., 2014). Even with high-resolution 1-D well data (e.g., borehole, wireline, or sedimentary logs), the lateral distance between them is often too great to resolve all lateral and vertical heterogeneity that exists, which can adversely affect connectivity and hydrocarbon sweep efficiency (Miall, 1988; Larue and Hovadik, 2006). Outcrop analogues can provide geoscientists with
data that fill in knowledge gaps that 1-D boreholes (i.e., spatial heterogeneity) and 3-D seismic (i.e., subseismic-scale elements) data cannot. The 2-D analyses of outcrop analogues is common procedure and employs the use of a combination of qualitative data (e.g., sedimentary logs, large photo panels, and architectural sketches). These practices, however detailed, can underestimate connectivity, because sandstone bodies may be partially exposed, and the orientation of the outcrop may not permit collection of essential sedimentological information (i.e., true width, channel sinuosity, continuity of sandstone bodies) required for accurate characterization of sandstone body geometry and architecture (Pringle et al., 2004; Fabuel-Perez et al., 2009a). These traditional approaches generally lack the necessary quantitative statistics and 3-D spatial control required for subsurface analogue construction.

To that end, it is of paramount importance that fluvial deposits and related outcrop analogues are evaluated in three dimensions to obtain quantitative conditioning and geostatistical data wherever possible. Reservoir connectivity and compartmentalization are inherently 3-D reservoir issues that must be addressed (Bryant et al., 2000; Pranter et al., 2014). The data presented herein however, show the type of 3-D geostatistical information extractable from DOMs, especially those of fluvial outcrop analogues (Fig. 9). The production of calculated sandstone body width PDFs for each measured sandstone body provides further constraining data that reservoir geoscientists can use in the modeling process. Additionally, the facies-classified point cloud data (Fig. 8) provide discreet input information that provides conditioning data for the facies modeling algorithms. Coupled together, these type of data-derived geostatistics provide essential information that geoscientists can use in the creation of accurate reservoir simulations.

Distributive fluvial systems are suggested to be a dominant depositional system in modern aggradational basins (Hartley et al., 2010; Weissmann et al., 2010), and recent work has highlighted the necessity for quantitative work in equivalent deposits in the rock record (e.g., Weissmann et al., 2013; Hartley et al., 2015; Owen et al., 2015, 2017a, 2017b). Similar fluvial deposits are present in a number of hydrocarbon reservoir systems (e.g., Ryseth et al., 1998; Nichols, 2005; Donselaar et al., 2011; Kukulski et al., 2013). These subsurface hydrocarbon reservoir systems rely on 1-D data that are spatially sparse and/or seismic data (2-D and 3-D) that commonly cannot resolve sandstone body geometries, which are essential to accurately model sandstone body connectivity (Darmadi et al., 2007; Pranter et al., 2014). As such, continued analysis of outcrop analogues for these systems is critical for accurate and effective reservoir modeling, especially digital outcrop studies, such as the one presented herein, which provide detailed geostatistical information that increases the sample size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum (m)</th>
<th>Maximum (m)</th>
<th>Mean (m)</th>
<th>Std. dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>7.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandstone body width PDFs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum width</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum width</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean width</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Approximated sandstone body widths were calculated from digitized geobodies in Virtual Reality Geological Studio (VRGS) software, tabulated into minimum, maximum, and mean width measurements. These measurements are further tabulated into the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation (Std. dev.) of those measurements.
of data used and reduces uncertainty in reservoir models (e.g., Fabuel-Perez et al., 2010; Labourdette, 2011; Pranter et al., 2014). The distribution of sandstone body types, corrected sandstone body widths, and the related PDFs presented herein provide reservoir geoscientists with a range of statistics that can be used in static object-based modeling procedures (Tables 1 and 2). Furthermore, there is and should continue to be a continuum of digital outcrop data collected for fluvial system analogues—from studies that cover large areas to provide regional statistics (e.g., Rittersbacher et al., 2013) to smaller-scale ones like the study presented herein for more detailed architectural analysis. These studies provide invaluable information that can be used to model channel-fill geometry across all scales within fluvial reservoir systems.

## CONCLUSIONS

Digital outcrop studies such as the one presented herein increase the sample size of a geostatistical data set and illustrate the need for increased 3-D quantitative characterization and analysis of sandstone body widths and thickness relationships in fluvial sedimentary systems. We presented here an improved method that uses DOMs and their inherent quantitative attributes to map the spatial extents of sandstone bodies. The quantitatively mapped spatial extents of the exposed channel-fill elements produced a sample size of 42 different sandstone bodies. From the sandstone body analysis, preserved lithology in the La Serreta area records positive correlation between sandstone body width and thickness values, as well as a general up-section increase in sandstone body widths and thicknesses until the uppermost part of the exposed succession. A maximum sandstone body thickness of 16 m thick has been identified for the area, which is up to 6 m thicker than previously indicated. The narrowest sandstone bodies analyzed in this study indicate a minimum width of 6.18 m, representing a 3.82 m reduction compared to values identified by previous workers. Conversely, some of the sandstone bodies are up to 209 m wider than previously indicated. Furthermore, corrected sandstone body width and thickness relationships reveal that the La Serreta area contains 50% sheetlike and 50% ribbonlike sandstone bodies, a 49% increase from previous estimates. The increase in width and thickness observed are inferred to be a product of continued deposition of a channel within an active channel belt present in the area at the time of deposition. Periodic sandstone body width and thickness increase, and decrease, up section is further evidence of successive avulsion events to and away from the La Serreta area up until deposition ceased.

Identification and acquisition of sandstone body information (i.e., width-to-thickness ratios, facies classifications, stratigraphic architecture) are integral to accurate predictions of heterogeneity, compartmentalization, and lateral and vertical connectivity within fluvial hydrocarbon reservoirs. The results presented herein further elucidate the necessity for 3-D quantitative analyses of outcrops used as analogues for hydrocarbon reservoirs and the geostatistics that can be obtained from them. Continued quantitative analyses of similar fluvial outcrop analogues remain paramount to gain further insight into architectural components that make up deposits within aggradational continental basins and particularly those used as analogues for the hydrocarbon industry.
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